
PI Portfolio RA Job Aid:  Getting Started 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Log in through CalAnswers:  http://calanswers.berkeley.edu/piportfolio 
Bookmark this link for future use!  See the user guide for info on browser compatibility. 2) Use the Dashboards dropdown 

menu to navigate to PI Portfolio. 

4) From the Page Options Menu you can 
save your PI searches for later use with 
“Save Current Customization…” You’ll also 
find options for exporting to Excel or PDF 
and generating sharable links here. 

6) The alerts on the left side of the Overview Tab will let you quickly see if funds are in overdraft, have less than 5% of their budget 
remaining, or are in closeout. It will also let you know if a PI has open, uncertified effort reports in ERS (during the effort reporting window). 

5) The Overview Tab provides a brief 
explanation for the other tabs in PI Portfolio. 

3) The system defaults the PI name to the person logging 
in. Use the Faculty Name dropdown to search for your PIs 
by First Name, Last Name. Use the “Contains” parameter 
to broaden your search.  Click “Apply” to set the filter. 

http://calanswers.berkeley.edu/piportfolio


PI Portfolio RA Job Aid:  Navigating the Data 

 

 
  

5) The data tables are all 
customizable:  right-click on any 
column to move it, exclude it, or add 
additional data columns. You can 
also move a column “To Prompts,” 
which converts it to a dropdown 
filter, or “To Sections,” which further 
segments the viewable data. 

6) Clicking any blue 
hyperlinked value in any 
table will take you to a 
drill down report with 
all of the line item 
details for that value. 

7) These graphs provide a quick 
snapshot of a fund’s progress.  
Blue represents money and 
gold represents time. If the two 
are dramatically different, you 
may need to work with your PI 
to reduce spending or request 
a No Cost Extension. 

8) From the Page Options Menu 
you can save customized data 
tables and generate links to share 
custom views via email. You can 
also print to PDF for a formatted 
file of the whole page, or export 
any data table to Excel if you wish 
to manipulate it further. 

2) You can toggle between seeing the Total Award, just the 
portion that’s on a PI’s CF2, and the CF2 with projections.  

3) Use the filters at the top of each tab to sort the data 
by chart field and (when applicable) date range. From 
the Portfolio Tab, clicking on one of the listed funds 
will take you to the Fund Summary Tab for that fund. 

4) Switch from the default view to the Expanded View 
to quickly add Department, CF1 and CF2 to the report.  

1) While this screenshot is of the Fund Summary Tab, these tips apply for all of 
the data tabs:  Portfolio, Fund Summary, Transactions, By Month and Personnel. 



PI Portfolio RA Job Aid:  Building Projections 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) Click this button on the Projections 
Tab to open the input tool. 

2) Add Row creates a new blank projection line. As you type in to each field, predictive 
text will auto-populate the field for you based on your available options. Any line 
highlighted in blue is still unsaved; click Apply Changes to finalize and save a projection. 

3) Use the Cancel button to clear out unsaved projections.  
Check the box to the left of a projection line and then click 
the Delete button to remove a saved projection. 

6) Duplicate Row lets you quickly create multiple 
projections on the same Chartstring. Click the box to the 
left of a projection line and click Duplicate Row to add 
an identical projection. Edit the fields on the new 
projection line as needed before clicking Apply Changes. 

8) Use the Anticipated Funding section to project for future funding 
increments and supplements. Note that Anticipated Funding will project a 
positive dollar value as a credit, whereas Compensation and Non 
Compensation projections will project a positive dollar value as an expense. 

7) The Bulk Update feature can update several projection lines at once.  
Check all of the lines you want to update, and then select the appropriate 
Column Name and Column Value before clicking Update. In this example, 
a Chartfield 1 is being added to all four projections. 

5) Use the Burn Rate Tab (not shown here) to filter 
actuals by expense type, Chartfield and date range 
to calculate average monthly expenses. You can 
then use these averages for projecting expenses 
such as supplies, telecom, travel or recharge. 

4) Choosing from the available 
Account Types will narrow the 
available Account Codes, helping 
you to quickly find the correct 
Account Code for your projection. 



PI Portfolio RA Job Aid:  Tips and Examples for Compensation Projections  

Copy From HCM – Open the Compensation input form, click the box next to an employee’s name in the Personnel Information (sourced from HCM) window, and click Copy 
from HCM. Then add a Projected Thru date and click Apply Changes (you can edit the other fields as needed, such as the Chartstring, pay rate, or distribution percentage).  

 

Fee Remission – Use Duplicate Row to copy a GSR’s salary projection, and then edit the Account Type, Account Code, Monthly Rate, Distribution %, Start Month and 
Projected Thru date. The example below is for the “standard” full fee remission, but you can also project split fee remission, DSAS payments, etc. 

 

Split Appointments – Project for split appointments by using Duplicate Row and then editing the relevant Chartfields, in addition to the Distribution %. 

 

Earning Distribution Changes – Project for pending EDCs by using Duplicate Row, and then editing the Chartstring, Start Month and Projected Thru date.

 

Payroll Expense Transfers – Project for a pending PET by using Duplicate Row (twice), and then edit the Chartstring, reverse the sign on the credit, and adjust the Dates.  

 



PI Portfolio RA Job Aid:  Tips and Examples for Non Compensation and Anticipated Funding Projections 

Single Month vs. Ongoing Expenses – The Non Compensation form is used to project for ongoing monthly expenses, but it can also be used to project for individual 
expenses that will only occur once.  Simply set the Start Month and the End Month to the same date for an expense to only be projected once. 

 

Subaward Indirect Costs – While encumbrances are automatically subtracted from a fund’s projected balance, you may need to project for the Indirect Costs on the first 
$25,000 of a subaward. The example shown here is calculated at the standard 57% IDC rate and projected for the final month of the project.

 

Financial Journals – Project for pending Financial Journals by using Duplicate Row and then editing the Chartstring and reversing the sign on the projection for the credit. 

 

Budget Modifications – You can also use the Anticipated Funding section to project for pending changes to a budget, such as rebudgeting expenses between categories. 

 

Anticipated Funding – Projecting for Anticipated Funding is similar to doing a C&G Budget Upload for new awards; you need to allocate the anticipated funding to the 
appropriate expense categories, such as wages, benefits, supplies, or travel.  This also includes projecting for the Indirect Costs associated with the anticipated funding. 

 


